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VINTAGE POSTCARDS OF GRAUBUNDEN

PAUL JENKINS

Members will recall Paul Jenkins' article on his project to illustrate the wonders of all the cantons of Switzerland
through early, full-colour postcards (HPS Newsletter October 2016). Last month the Southern Group were treated
by Paul to a large display of cards from Canton Graubunden, his latest subject area. Set out below are a small
selection of those cards together with the quotations from contemporary guide books which Paul has chosen to
describe them. The publishers of the cards are stated, where known. If anyone has more details of the subjects of
the cards or the photographers please let us know. (Editor)
St. Moritz “Even before the influx of foreign visitors the Engadine was relatively rich for a different reason. The
sons of the valley, for the most part, quitted the home at an early age and were to be found in most of the capitals
of Europe working as pastry-cooks, confectioners, distillers of liqueurs, keepers of cafes and sellers of chocolates.
Many of them thus acquired independence and became millionaires in florins, with which they returned to build
fine, large and elaborately decorated houses. Poverty here is rare, beggary unknown.” (Murray 1904)
“The village, known as Dorf St. Moritz, is a curious mixture of hotels, shops, houses, etc. of all sizes and styles of
architecture, built on the side of the mountain huge ten-storey-high hotels seem to support like buttresses. There
is a flavour that is distinctly American about these caravaneries! There is hardly a street that has any character of
its own but all are clean even if none is particularly smart, for in this place the simple life is led.” (Paul Guiton
c.1920)

Fig. 1 left 'Strasse In St. Moritz' This would appear to be a view of the Via Serlas in St. Moritz Dorf with the impressive portico of the
Post Office on the right and 'Hotel Albana' behind the Post Coach. Card published by Wehrli A.G. Kilchberg-Zürich No. 17430. Not used.
Fig. 2 'St. Moritzer See mit Piz della Margna' A view from above the northernmost point of the lake with the 'Bad' section of the resort
occupying the opposite shore and the 'Dorf' off-scene up to the right. The River Inn departs the lake by means of the pretty waterfall
bottom left. The railway yard marks the end point of the line from Chur, opened in 1894, although the station itself is out of view
beneath the cliff. It was originally intended that the line should carry on around the lake, up the Engadine Valley and over the Maloja
Pass into Italy, but the funding could not be found and St. Moritz remains a terminus to this day. An electric tramway was built to
connect 'Dorf' with 'Bad' but has not survived. Published by Photohall Davos No. 110. Not used.

Davos “Some of the earliest English patients attracted by the health-giving properties of Davos were so eminent in
themselves and identified themselves so whole-heartedly with the interests of the village that Davos may almost
be described as an English haven of refuge on Swiss soil. And out of health as they were, they busied themselves
so much with those winter sports that form the secondary crown of Davos, that in this field too they were the
pioneers of its C19th prosperity.” (J. F. Muirhead 1926)
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Fig. 3 left 'Davos Platz (1559m)' A view across the valley from east to west. The clearing through the trees marks the line of the
cableway to Schatzalp, then as now a popular point from which to toboggan back down to the village.
“A long straight reach of valley, wall-like mountains upon either hand which reach higher and higher and shoot up new summits the
higher you climb; and a few noble peaks seen even from the valley.”(R. L. Stevenson 1882) During his time in Davos with his step-son,
Lloyd Osborne, Stevenson set up the 'Davos Press', completed 'Treasure Island' and cut blocks for his own illustrations. Published by
Photoglob Zürich No. v200. Card not used.
Fig. 4 'Davos' This time a view from the opposite side of the valley from that in Fig. 3, looking southwards along the Landwasser valley
with the church again prominent. A well-to-do family (with a governess perhaps) enjoy the view from one of several lateral footpaths.
“Another notable resident during the latter part of the C19th was John Addington Symonds. At home he suffered from headaches and
frequent fits of depression, but “in Switzerland” he wrote “I have a house in which it is pleasant to reside – strength and equality of
temper seem to be inseperable from the pure air and light”. Davos was his chief home from 1877 and till his death in 1893 it had no
more useful citizen.” (J. F. Muirhead 1926) Published by Rathe-Fehlmann Basel No. 5. Card not used.

The Albula Railway “The opening in 1903, of the railway from Thusis, beneath the Albula Pass, to St. Moritz, has,
for the first time rendered the Upper Engadine accessible by rail and this fact will doubtless bring in its wake many
changes as regards that region. One certainty is that the Albula route will now supersede all other routes to the
Engadine, such as those from Tiefenkastell by the Julier Pass, or from Davos by the Flüela Pass.” (Murray 1904)

Fig. 5 left “The Albula Railway proper (constructed 1898 – 1903) begins at Thusis and by far the most difficult portion to build was that
through the Schyn gorge from Thusis to Tiefenkastell a third of the distance between those villages being traversed in tunnels, while
there are also 27 viaducts. The chief feature of the line overall is the great Tunnel (3 ¼ miles in length between Preda and Spinas, but
there are also 40 smaller tunnels and a great number of viaducts with a total length of 1 ¼ miles. Other remarkable features of the line
are the bridge over the line near Thusis, the Solis bridge in the Schyn gorge, the Landwasser bridge near Filisur and the spiral tunnels
each side of Berglia.” (Murray's 'Handbook' 1904) Published by Photoglob Zürich No. k5839. Not used.
Fig. 6 'Viaduct bei Bergün' – “At Filisur, a very pleasant little resort of the more unsophisticated and less alien-ridden society, we join the
Albula railway, just about the point where its real mountain-difficulties begin. This line is perhaps the monarch of the Swiss railways,
occupying its throne in virtue of its combination of ingenuity of structure and charming scenery. From Filisur the gradient becomes 1 in
20 and we thread spiral tunnels to climb 1000ft to the green basin in which lies the pretty village of Berg ün. Beyond here the railway
doubles the crow's distance conducting itself just as a model mountain railway should, just after we reach Preda, the high point of the
line, 1365ft above Bergün.” (J. F. Muirhead 1926) Published by Photoglob Zürich No. 2555. Not used.
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Zuoz “To walk through the Engadine in midsummer, when the flowers are in blossom, to observe the haymaking
in the high valleys, to walk across these Alps is like being abroad on the wide paradise—back of Olympus. Where
Nature has shown herself in such idiosyncratic form Man has not lagged far behind. In the Engadine there is
architecture of every sort, from German country houses to the solid Grisons type, riotous with graffiti to the little
churches of the Bernina valley, in the purest Mediterranean style.” (John Russell 1950)

Fig. 7 left 'Engadiner haüser in Zuoz' Zuoz, or Zutz, was once the chief town of the Engadine and still has many 16 th Century houses with
vaulted entrances and grated windows. Published by Carl Künzli-Tobler Zürich No. 5259. Not used.
“Often....Zuoz is the great example....there is a local architecture indestructibly solid, embellished with the exquisite handwriting of a
distant century, often stamped with the great name of the neighbourhood, and boasting at times a roof-line such as a mastercalligrapher might have drawn. In such towns one can disregard the signatures of our own century.” (John Russell 1950)
Fig. 8 'Zuoz Gesamtansichi' “At Zutz (Ladin*: Zuoz) a tower remains of the original castle of the Planta family which rose to great power
in the district after obtaining, in 1295, the hereditary right to act as the bailiffs of the Bishop of Coire and retained certain privileges in
the local administration as late as 1816. (Murray's 'Handbook' 1904)
The view here is south-westerly up the valley to Samaden. The large building in the foreground was the 'Institute Engadina' founded in
1904 on the lines of an English public school, even to the extent of playing cricket (and beating a visiting English cricket team in 1924).
Originally having just 22 students it remains today as the 'Lyceum Alpinum Zuoz'with around 300 students from over 30 countries.
Published by Engadine Press Co. Samaden No. 304. Not used. *The language of the Engadine at that time was 'Ladin', but French and
German were taught in the schools.

Transportation
“Silvaplana lies pleasantly on a green pasture, on the alluvial deposits of the brook, descending from the Julier
which separates the lakes of Campfer and Silvaplana. Opposite, on the east side of the valley, is the village of
Surlej ('above the lake') destroyed by a torrent in 1834. An excursion to the lakes by carriage, from St. Moritz, a
distance of 4½ miles will cost 5-6 frs. with one horse or 10-12frs. with two.” (Baedeker's Handbook 1891)

Fig. 9 left 'Silvaplanersee und Piz La Margna 3163m' It is not difficult to see why a carriage excursion from St. Moritz to the lakes, as
depicted here, would have been a popular outing. The carriage road along the length of the Engadine was built between 1846 and 1865
and soon came to be included in many 'Grand Tour' itineraries with a recommended allowance of two days from Maloja to Landeck in
the Tyrol. Published by Wehrli A-G Kilchberg Zürich No. 15444. Not used.
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Fig. 10 'Berninabahn Brücke über den Berninafall' “All the experience of our guide was necessary to conduct us across the labyrinth of
yawning crevasses and it was in order that we might be held back in case of a fall that we were all three attached to the same rope. But
after some hours' uninterrupted march we came out at last from the interminable glacier of Morteratsch which descends much lower
into the valley than all the others.” (Victor Tissot 1889)
As Tissot suggests above, and as can be seen from maps of the period, the glacier did once descend almost all the way to the hotel at the
bottom of the valley, but since about the time of his visit it has been retreating and the rate has been increasing in recent decades. The
station and the hotel are still there, but the glacier cannot be seen from there. The Bernina Railway, after crossing the meltwater stream
from the glacier, as seen behind the trees in the foreground above is obliged to gain height by means of a zig-zag course up into the main
Bernina valley and almost immediately crosses the tumbling waters of the Bernina Falls as shown here. Published by Engadin Press Co.
Samaden No. 203. Posted from St. Moritz to London SW. 17 III 13 10c stamp.

BY RAIL TO THE PEAKS

EDITOR

The recently issued stamp (left) and postal stationery card (below)
commemorating the 125th Anniversary of the Brienz Rothorn
rack/cog railway (the BRB) are steeped in nostalgia. When the BRB
was opened it boasted that it was the highest steam-powered
rack/cog railway in the World, climbing to a height of 2,244 metres.
The stamp reminded me of Michael Portillo's BBC 'Railway Journeys'
series which has previously tackled Swiss railways and has now
embarked on the American system. Recently it highlighted the
Manitou and Pikes Peak Cog Railway (MPPR) nr. Colorado Springs,
U.S.A. which since 1891 has been climbing up the 8.9 mile long line
to the Peak's summit at a height of 14,115 feet; like the BRB
traversing gradients of up to 1:4. The MPPR, now operating with
diesel engines only, is currently the highest rack/cog railway in the
World – significantly higher than the Gornegrat or Jungfrau Railways. Nevertheless the Swiss can take heart from
the fact that the MMPR was initially developed through a partnership
of American and Swiss engineers. The partnership has continued to this
day – a Swiss company having provided the latest diesel-powered
engines. Meanwhile the BRB enters its 126 th year of continuous steampower!
This summer the BRB is entering into a partnership with the Snowdon
Mountain Railway (SMR) and Switzerland Travel Centre to generate
interest in and promote Switzerland as a holiday destination to the UK
market*. The BRB is planning to transport its steam locomotive (BRB
No. 2 SLM) and a matching 40-seat passenger coach, both built in 1891,
to Wales. The BRB rolling stock are only compatible with one railway in
the UK – the SMR, because the BRB engine and the SMR engine were
both built in the SLM works in Winterthur. The BRB train will operate
three return trips per day up and down Snowdon – from Saturday 9 th
September until Sunday 1st October (Fridays excepted). On-line ticket
sales can be made through the SMR's website.
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their
products. *As reported in the June 2017 edition of 'Swiss Express'.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History



Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

 Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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ALAN JOHNSON

Fig. 1 25.VIII.1939 Adelboden-Bamburg, Franken, Deutschland. 30C surface rate to 20g. Opened and resealed in Frankfurt an Main
26.8.39. with perforated censor tape. Below - Photocopy of German resealing tape on flap (69%). Wording “Zur Devisen überwachung
zollamtllch geöffnet” (opened for the surveillance of foreign exchange).

The handling of mail during periods of conflict is a fascinating subject for study. There are so many aspects to it
that it is necessary to define strict parameters within which to operate to produce a comprehensive collection. For
this entry I have chosen to restrict the display to censored material from one country of origin, Switzerland, and
passing across Europe during an eight year period commencing in 1939.
Examination of communications for breaches of financial regulations in Nazi Germany commenced in 1932 but
gradually spread to monitoring the arts, press and mail. Minister of Propaganda, Joseph Goebbels, strictly
enforced censorship with the aim of reinforcing Nazi power and suppressing opposition (Fig. 1).
With the outbreak of World War II in September 1939 all combatant countries introduced the inspection of
letters, telegrams and parcels traversing their borders seeking to gain information from the other belligerents, or
to prevent them from obtaining intelligence. Initially, German military censorship was the responsibility of the
Oberkommando der Wehrmacht (OKW - Armed Forces High Command) in Berlin but as the burden increased
several offices were opened across Germany. Mail from Switzerland was directed to five of them depending on
the destination and mode of transport.
Switzerland’s Parliament, whilst remaining neutral, appointed General Henri Guisan as Commander–in-Chief on
30th August 1939, and declared 2 nd September as the “First Day of Mobilisation”. Censorship was introduced on
25th June 1940, but was only applied to internee mail, some non-diplomatic mail and embassy pouch mail.
September 1939 – November 1942 Avoiding German Censorship.
Overland - German troops entered Poland at 5.45am on 1 st September 1939. Britain and France declared war on
Germany on 3rd September. Censorship was introduced by all belligerents. Switzerland remained neutral but
became the hub of commercial and financial transactions for many nations and a refuge for many refugees,
military units retreating in the face of the advancing Axis offensive, escaping P.O.W. and service personnel seeking
Internment. All these contributed to a sustantial volume of mail in both directions.

Fig. 2 left 4.V.1940 Lausanne – to London directed through unoccupied France. To 20g surface rate 30c (1.10.24 – 30.VI.48). Censored
London, resealed PC90 tape, examiner 5244.
Fig. 3 6.V.40 Zurich – to London, 50c airmail rate (pre-war rate ended 10.8.40). Rail to Locarno; flown Locarno(dep1435) – Barcelano
(arr1800). Flown to England, opened London censor and resealed by examiner 5445.
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German troops entered the Low Countries on 10 th May 1940, ignoring the neutral stance they had taken. The
occupation was completed within three weeks allowing the invaders access to northern France without
encountering the Maginot Line. Surface travel through France was unaffected during the first eight months of the
conflict (referred to as the Phoney War period) (Fig. 2).
Mail services through France were suspended from mid-June to mid-July 1940 whilst the victors and the Vichy
Government divided the French country between them. “Unoccupied France” made possible a rail access to
Spain. Letters were collected at Genève for onward transmission to Madrid and Lisbon (Fig. 3).
Events in North Africa led to the Italian and German armed forces occupying the southern area of France in
November 1942, thereby closing this route through France.
Airmail
A decree issued by the Third Reich on the 27 th August 1939 forbade any foreign aircraft to enter German air space.
The Swiss Parliament’s response was to halt all air traffic over Swiss territory with effect from the 29 th August.
Swissair was included in the ban thus ending all local flights immediately. Whilst other European countries
resumed flights after a brief interval, Switzerland by virtue of neutrality and military preparations could not.
Threatened with isolation, the management of Swissair began seeking foreign partners to enable services to
restart.
In January 1940 direct services via France or Italy began but both were terminated within six months, that across
France with the evacuation from Dunkirk (27 th May – 3rd June) and that through Italy when that country joined the
Axis on 10th June 1940.
Locarno (Magadino) airport was opened in July 1939 and the Swiss PTT had a postal building erected at the site.
They also organised a special mail delivery service from Bellinzona by automobile. Mail was concentrated at
Bellinzona by rail from Swiss cities and from Chiasso for letters originating in Italy. The first flight from Locarno to
Rome (Swissair Line 202) was on 18 th March and from Locarno to Barcelona (Line 201) was on 1 st April by a
Swissair DC3 HB-IRO aeroplane. The postal flight schedule was published on the 1 st April 1940 ‘Communications
postales avec l’etranger' (CPAL);
Workdays Locarno dep 14.35 Barcelona arr 18.00.
Barcelona dep 09.00 Locarno arr 12.30.
Mail for the U.K. was forwarded to Lisbon to be flown to Whitchurch, near Bristol, by B.O.A.C. Correspondence
addressed to the U.S.A. was carried by Pan American Airways to Bermuda, where it was censored by the British
during the refuelling stop, before being allowed to continue (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 left 8.V.1942 Zürich-New York, airmail SF1, letter rate 30c plus air rate 70c (1.7.41 - 1.1.47) collected daily in Basel, train to Lisbon
through partitioned France. Pan Am flight to Bermuda refuelling point, British censor, resealed PC90 tape by 946 Initialled 'IC'. Mail
processing in Bermuda caused little delay and may have continued in the same aircraft.
Fig. 5 1.IV.41 Zürich-New York. Surface rate 30c. PTT bulletin 58 required items to be collected at Genéve or Basel by 10th April to be
carried on the 'Armando'. British censor based on Bermuda opened and resealed envelope – PC90 tape 3594 Initialled 'IC'.
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Sea mail
Swiss PTT chartered vessels to convey mail from Genoa across the Atlantic Ocean early in 1940 with the PTT
bulletin naming the ships and sailing dates. In September the mail was transferred to American boats at Gibraltar
and shortly afterwards in Lisbon. U.S.A. entered the war on 11 th December 1940 and the PTT bulletin 19 th
December 1941 announced that Swiss craft would convey the mail across the ocean when possible (Fig. 5).
June 1940 – February 1943 German and Swiss Censorship.
For mail originating in Switzerland the offices were:Code Office
Destination of mail
b Berlin

Airmail to American continent, U.K. and Egypt.

d Munich

Germany, Benelux and Italy.

e Frankfurt

Germay and Holland.

g Vienna
x Paris

Iran and Palestine.
Surface mail to American continent and U.K.

Examiners recorded items in a register, often writing entry numbers on the piece, then applied their boxed
identity number and a “Hohitszeichen” (Eagle over wreathed swastika) hand stamp. Many items have several
boxed numbers. Envelopes opened by scrutineers were resealed with a gummed tape, usually printed with an
indication of the office at which it had been opened. Examples of boxed censor numbers, “Hohitszeichen” hand
stamps and a gummed resealing tape are shown in Figs. 6-9 below.

Fig. 6 left 20.XI.41 Bettingen – Werdau. 30c. surface rate. Boxed German examiners numbers and resealing tape (on back) for censor
station code ‘e’ (Frankfurt).
Fig. 7 French Army Captain interned at Reinach Aargau, - B.I.E. Genevé. Free post. Claret B.I.E. Pestalozzi label (printed 1940).
Internment Camp hand stamp. Examiner 324 and, below, Swiss resealing tape on back.

Fig. 8 left 4 X 40 Zürich – Antwerpen 20c postcard surface rate. 1940 10c PTT bildpostkarten MPO3 (picture not subject to Swiss
censorship). Overland to Munich, censored, boxed 272 examiner, prior to being forwarded to Belgium.
Fig. 9 11 X 41 Zürich Dübendorf - Essen a/Rühr 20c surface rate (15.5.24 -28.2.48) LUBA cachet, MPO3 cds. Rail to Frankfurt. Four purple
boxed German examiners' numbers, red “Hohitszeichen” (eagle over wreathed swastika) hand stamp. Manuscript register number.
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November 1942 – 1944 Trans-Atlantic Mail.
Surface mail routes through France were closed when German and Italian troops entered Vichy France in
November 1942. Swiss correspondence to the U.S.A. began to be opened and resealed in America in late 1942
when a clear plastic tape imprinted “EXAMINED BY” and the censor’s number was introduced.

Fig. 10 left 20th July 1943 Zurich – Brooklyn franked Sfr. 1.00 with 1938 type airmail etiquette. Flown Zurich-Stuttgart-Berlin: censored
OKW b (Berlin); flown Berlin-Stuttgart-Lisbon; Pan Am Lisbon-Bermuda; censored UK examiner 4450 Initials 'I.C.'; flown to New York
censored U.S.A. examiner 8509. Various manuscript register numbers. Below: back of cover.
Fig. 11 1943/44 Adelboden – Vallejo airmail charge: 70c per 5g or part thereof on 12g rated Sfr2.10. Adelboden Internee camp cancel
(located in Hotel Palace d'Adelboden) routed via Basel to Zurich. Swiss censor 310; flown to Berlin for German censor; flown by DLH
route K22 to Lisbon and by Pan Am clipper to be examined by US censor 11785. Below: photocopy of flap.

Airmail transiting Germany was flown by Swissair in a DC3 from Zürich via Stuttgart to Berlin until 31 st January
1943 when Deutsche Lufthansa were “appointed”. After censorship by the OKW in Berlin, it was flown to Lisbon
(DLH route K22) to join the Pan Am clipper flight to Bermuda, where it was scrutinised by U.K. censors before
being forwarded to New York usually in the same aircraft that had carried it to the island (Fig. 10 above).
Increased Allied activity over Europe led to a rapid rise in the number of military personnel being interned in
Switzerland. There were no American servicemen recorded as internees on 30 th June 1943 but 1,209 had found
sanctuary by 1st September 1944, housed in Adelboden and Davos. All internees were allowed one letter per
month to their home country free of surface postal charges whilst being required to pay airmail and other service
surcharges (Fig. 11 above).
The effect of bombing and allied advances disrupted the work of many German censor stations though Berlin
apparently continued to operate efficiently. However, a power struggle between the SS (Schutzstaffe) and the
OKW resulted in the offices being placed under the direction of the SS Reichsführer on 20 th July 1944.
B.I.E. Service of Intellectual Aid to Prisoners of War.
Normal B.I.E. activity ceased with the onset of WWII but, using the terms of Article 39 of the Genève Convention
dated 27th July 1929, they commenced aid to P.O.W. and internees by providing reading matter and training
courses. Finance was raised from several sources including the sale of labels which had no postal use other than
to assist with the identification of items dispatched from or to them. The usual postal charges were applied,
except when prisoners or interned personnel were involved.
Swiss inspectors examined the letters of interned military servicemen, applied their 4½-5mm high, three-figure
identification number hand stamp and finally resealed the envelope with a printed tape (Fig. 12). The mail was
then conveyed by road or rail to Stuttgart. P.O.W. camps within Germany censored mail to and from prisoners
within the establishment (Fig. 13) until the end of 1944 when the task was given to the Berlin censor office.
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Fig. 12 left 21.VII.1943 Geneva – Stalag VIIA (Moosburg). “KRIEGSGEFANGENENPOST” (WAR CAPTIVE POST). SS (Schuftzstaffe) POW
camp red “Gepruft” (checked). Log number in red. Returned to BIE.
Fig. 13 11.IV.42 Genéve-Le Havre, Hollande. 30c rate. B.I.E. Label 'Pére Girard'. German examiners 377, 213 and 214 with red 'Geprüft'.
hand stamp. Frankfurt 'e' resealing tape. Received 20 APR 1942. Below – photocopy of German sealing tape (69%). Below: Photocopy of
back with boxed Swiss censor numbers.

November 1944 – June 1947 incl. Post-War Censorship

Fig. 14 left 9.VIII.1946 Wohlen- Augsburg, Germany in American Zone. Rate 30c. 'MII. Cen. - CIVIL MAILS' resealing tape and purple hand
stamp 'US CIVIL CENSORSHIP GERMANY PASSED 11352'
Fig. 15 8.VIII.45 Bern – Hamburg. Opened and resealed by British examiner. Purple hand stamp “MILITARY CENSORSHIP CIVIL MAILS”

The Allied advance across Europe allowed public postal services to be resumed as the liberation progressed.
Routes out of Switzerland began to change and transit-mail sent to German censor stations was sometimes
returned to the sender.
Airmail to the U.K. ceased with effect from 12 th December 1944 and did not resume until September 1945. A PTT
announcement in December 1944 stated that mail for the U.K. would be gathered at Genève to be taken by rail to
Dieppe and then by boat.
Northern Italy remained under German control until 29 thApril 1945. Letters appear to have been directed to
Munich to be examined before being delivered to Italy.
Following the Allied victory in Europe, 8 th May 1945, mail was still subject to censorship by the Allies. United
Kingdom examiners opened all letters until 30 th September 1945 except for POW and internee mail. Allied
censorship of mail originating in Switzerland declined rapidly and ended completely in 1947. Figs.14/15. (See
footnote at the bottom of the next page).
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WANTED - A CO-ORDINATOR FOR OUR NEW WEBSITE
Our new website is nearing completion. We now need a co-ordinator to oversee and control all material that
members wish to place on it; also to ensure that time-critical information is kept up to date. You need to have
only basic computer skills and will need to liaise with our website creator.
This is your chance to contribute to the Society in a really useful way and to help take us forward into the new
era. The new website will be the window through which we are viewed by interested outsiders throughout the
world. One of its aims is to encourage more collectors to join our Society, participate in its activities and so
maintain its healthy future. Please contact Neville Nelder on T. 01453-766751; nevillenelder@gmail.com or Bob
Medland on hirundo.bm@gmail.com if you are interested.
Neville Nelder Secretary
FUTURE SOCIETY MEETINGS
A reminder that our next Southern Group meeting will be on 7 th October 2017 - 'Members' Presentations and Q.
and A. Sessions' with the floor open for both morning and afternoon sessions to all participating members – we
hope for a good turn-out again! All meetings take place at the “The Three Crowns” P.H. Southampton Road,
Whaddon near Salisbury, SP5 3HB, just off the A36. The room is open from 10 am - meeting starts 10.30 am –
lunch about 1 pm, followed by afternoon session – end of meeting no later than 4.00 pm. Further details from
Werner Gattiker: – Tel. 01273 845 501; website - werner@swisstamps.co.uk. Details of the Group's next meeting
in March 2018 will follow, along with news on the Northern Group's Autumn/Winter programme.
MORE EXAMPLES OF OUR MEMBERS IN PRINT

EDITOR

Congratulations to our British members whose words have appeared in the latest issue of 'Tell' – another of
Werner Gattiker's 'Did You Know?' series and Derrick Slate's contributions to an interesting article by Richard
Parker on the injured British POWs time in Chateau d'Oex after they were transferred from Germany to
Switzerland during the First World War. Also, Bob Medland's article 'Discovering the Val Bavona' which appeared
in our Newsletter in February 2017 was published in the June 2017 issue of 'Swiss Express',
CENSORED MAIL – A Footnote
Sources: Alan has had a long interest in this subject. His researches have involved a great deal of source material
including relevant articles from the American Helvetia P.S.'s “Tell” over the last 25 years and the Helvetia P.S.'s
Newsletter for the last 60 years. Also books in the H.P.S. Library, some Google websites and considerable help from
staff of the P.T.T. Museum in Bern (“always willing to respond to specific questions”) and Swiss local museums
(“some more helpful than others”). He particularly singles out the help he has received from Werner Gattiker (“a
deep well of information”) and Ian Gilchrist with whom he “spent many hours and whose library and reference
notes he was able to use both before and after Ian's decease”.
And finally – a request from Alan for information: “I have just obtained an airmail cover from Z ürich on 29.VIII.44
to Palestine censored in Wien(g) and on arrival resealed with PC90. OPENED BY EXAMINER KK/24936. Can anyone
help me determine the means of transport and/or the route taken, please?” Please send any information you may
have to the Editor. P.S. Alan's Censorship display at the Yorkshire P.A. competition was awarded a silver-gilt.
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